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Cole Beasley bailed out the Bills against the Dolphins, finishing with 10 catches for 110 yards on a day the rest of the offense wasn't clicking.
Cole Beasley bails out the Bills after their bad start as they beat the lowly Dolphins
Playing the Detroit Lions on Halloween was a friendly walk in the park for the Philadelphia Eagles. Through the first three quarters of the Week 8 game at Ford Field, the Eagles slashed and thrashed ...
Lions fans are not happy with the team s scary-bad performance on Halloween
Skies and breezes improve for outdoor trick-or-treating, too. As the sun sets, you

ll notice ever-clearer skies and slightly more forgiving breezes ̶ trying to stay under 20 mph ̶ while we cool into ...

PM Update: Mild 50s aren t bad for Halloween. Breezes slowly calm during trick-or-treating.
The\ Sooners put on a dominant performance, beating the Red Raiders 52-21. What stood out in this week's The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly?
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly from the Oklahoma Sooners 52-21 win over Texas Tech
The Seminoles (+9.5) were down four before allowing a clock-expiring fumble return touchdown on a failed lateral attempt ...
WATCH: Florida State final-play blunder vs. Clemson creates worst bad beat of week for bettors
UC San Francisco has opened a new $535 million brain research facility to study and treat Alzheimer

s, autism, schizophrenia and depression.

Latest line: A good week for UCSF, bad one for San Jose police officer
Meme coins are shooting up the crypto market cap charts, but where will these dog days end? Find out how pet coins could damage the cryptocurrency industry.
Has Crypto Gone to the Dogs? Why Floki Inu, Shiba Inu, and Dogecoin Are Bad for Crypto
Entering Saturday night s game against Florida State, Clemson had an 0-7 record against the spread. And with just four seconds remaining in regulation, it looked like 0-8 was inevitable. Until it wasn ...
Crazy multi-lateral play in final seconds of Clemson vs. Florida State game results in all-time bad beat
The number of flights affected by the issues quickly climbed from 400 on Saturday to over 1,000 overnight into Sunday.
American Airlines cancels, delays hundreds of flights citing bad weather and staffing shortages
I think it's fair to say that Twitter has its problems. Right now, however, I imagine the company is grateful Facebook continues to garner most of the criticism. That doesn't mean people have ...
Twitter Made a Small Change and It's a Very Bad Sign That It's Becoming More Like Facebook
Calif., versus the media, it could soon be easier for public figures to file speech-chilling defamation suits. In 2019, Nunes Devin Nunes

s Family Farm Is Hiding a Politically Explosive Secret .

The ...

Devin Nunes defamation lawsuit ruling is bad for the press and everyone on Twitter
The Jets are averaging 3.3 points and 87.5 total yards in first halves, both of which are dead last in the league since 2000.
New York Jets' historically bad offense raises heat on rookie coordinator
RANT to the Halloween tradition of portraying black cats as bad luck and scary. It invites abusive behavior toward them. My black cat is shy and sweet and likes to curl up on my lap. RANT to my ...
Rant & Rave: Stop the Halloween tradition of giving black cats a bad rap
Nuno Espirito Santo says his Tottenham Hotspur side need the fans' support after their "bad performance" in losing 3-0 at home to Manchester United.
Tottenham Hotspur 0-3 Manchester United: Nuno Espirito Santo says players need fans' support after 'bad performance'
American Airlines said on Saturday it has canceled more than 1,400 flights over the weekend due to staff shortages and unfavorable weather.
American Airlines cancels 1,400 flights due to staff shortages, bad weather
If you had your sights set on buying Apple's so-called "polishing cloth" as a Christmas gift for the Apple fan who has everything, go back to the drawing board. The much-mocked ̶ and popular given ...
Want to buy Apple's polishing cloth as a Christmas gift? Too bad.
One senior official said that Bolsonaro confided in Germany s departing chancellor that he was not as bad as the media always portrayed him. Merkel, who during her 16 years in power has experienced ...
Bolsonaro Tells Merkel at G-20: I m Not as Bad as People Say
Environment minister among those hit by delays, while suspected tornadoes are reported in some areas ...
Bad weather causes delays on train route to Glasgow Cop26 talks
Florida State visited Clemson. And if you think those teams have come up poorly for the 2021 season, imagine how those Seminole supporters felt after this play. Clemson led 24-20 and Florida State ...
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